AWS Outposts Gives
Manufacturers the Power
of AWS On Premises

AWS Outposts brings fully managed AWS infrastructure
and services to virtually any customer site to support

Benefits of AWS Outposts

modernization of manufacturing workloads and business
critical plant floor applications. With common

•

infrastructure, services, APIs, and tools across their cloud

Bring AWS services and

and on-premises environments, manufacturers can become

infrastructure to virtually any

more agile, efficient, and competitive.

customer site that runs time- and
latency-sensitive plant floor applications

Many manufacturers are looking to modernize and innovate

•

on AWS for its flexibility, scalability, and breadth of service

operational risk with fully managed

availability. They are looking at the cloud as a way to double
down on investments that support the core mission of the
company and differentiate it from competitors. AWS helps

Improve IT efficiency and reduce
infrastructure

•

Modernize legacy applications and run
them on-premises to meet low latency

manufacturers securely innovate and accelerate time to

requirements

market with product and production design in the cloud

•

by providing instant compute and storage scalability at a

with services like RDS on Outposts

low cost. They can also collect data from disparate factory

•

sources to more easily create and manage data lakes and

Use AWS tools to manage databases
Innovate by seamlessly integrating

extract value from this data with AI and ML. This results in

on-premises data from AWS Outposts to

improved Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), deeper

AWS cloud AI, ML and analytics services

customer insights and increased value with improved
product offerings. With AWS Outposts, this can be a
seamless integration of their on-premises applications
and AWS cloud services and tools.

•

Provide a consistent AWS experience
across cloud and on-premises
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Trends

Macro Trends Driving Manufacturing Industry
The manufacturing sector is in the midst of a digital
transformation, with efforts to speed time to market,
lower costs, optimize production and quality, along with
selling smart products as a service with ongoing service
level agreements (SLAs). “Industry 4.0,” manufacturing
transformation integrates Information Technology
(IT) with Operational Technology (OT) to optimize
manufacturing processes that are finely attuned to
customer demand signals, completely automated,
and capable of orchestration across the entire
manufacturing process.
Optimizing Manufacturing Operational
Efficiency or Overall Equipment Effectiveness
– Smart Factory

seek integrated views of operations, bringing together
metrics to support factory optimization. By better
understanding operational constraints, they can
respond to sudden spikes or shortfalls in demand.
Faster Design and Engineering
Manufacturing customers require increasingly large
simulations and verifications to produce reliable, high
performance, cost-effective, and safe products. These
simulations and verifications can vary widely, but all
share the need for massive computing and storage, as
well as high-performance graphics, to accurately model
the behavior of complex products, especially those that
include electronic and semiconductor components.

Smart Factory is the focus around optimizing
factory operations including productivity, machine
availability, and product quality metrics which
improve overall equipment effectiveness (OEE). By
integrating disparate data sources, manufacturers

Digital Transformation – Business Agility
Digital transformation puts new requirements on
business agility. Applications need to be flexible to
adapt to constant business change. This inhibits the
business from running at the pace of the market.
Manufacturers need to make the right Industry 4.0
investments. Traditional operations saddled with legacy
infrastructures and product portfolios are struggling
to keep pace. Leading manufacturers are looking

to a hybrid cloud approach. AWS Outposts enables
organizations to tackle small problems first, on premises,
achieving successes with application modernization
that kickstart the more significant transformation
journey. It can support low latency execution systems
that continue to run on premises. Outposts can also
support local data processing and management of data
that cannot be moved to the cloud due to bandwidth
limitations or need for real-time decision making.
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Key challenges

Manufacturers that want to use the cloud to modernize plant floor applications face a range of challenges, which
cannot be easily overcome by typical hybrid cloud solutions.

Low Latency Requirements
Plants run a range of operational and IT applications that require consistent low latency. These include
mission critical MES, WES, and WMS workloads. As these applications need to have millisecond
responsiveness, they must run on premises, close to the equipment they control. Historian applications
need to collect and process machine level data in real time with no loss of quality assurance and therefore
have to run on premises. Manufacturers would like to use innovative cloud services to modernize and run
these applications in their on-premises locations.

Local Data Management and Processing
Some manufacturers produce large datasets that they need to process and manage locally. Transmitting
these large data sets to the cloud is cost prohibitive or in low bandwidth situations results in loss of
fidelity. They would like to use the cloud for additional data analysis or long-term archival. They are
looking to use cloud services to manage and process these datasets on premises. Some organizations also
need to store selected data on premises to meet data privacy and data sovereignty needs, and to protect
intellectual property.

Intermittent Network Connectivity Conditions
Workloads need to remain on premise, so they can be accessible and remain onsite, during intermittent
periods of downtime caused by cloud connectivity issues.

Hybrid Cloud Inconsistency
One way manufacturers are addressing their need for on-premises and cloud workloads is by adopting
a hybrid cloud approach, which integrates traditional on-premises infrastructure with public and private
clouds. But hybrid solutions are often a complex, heterogeneous mix of hardware and software, which raises
difficulties such as:
•
•
•

Increased management burden of running and maintaining a disparate mix of infrastructures,
tools, and APIs
Reduced innovation potential as developers must deal with different tools across on-premises
and cloud
Increased operational risk where applications must interact with the different APIs, tools,
infrastructure, and operational models within the hybrid cloud

The optimal solution to these challenges is a consistent environment and set of services that developers and
IT can use across cloud and on-premises, such as AWS Outposts.
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Manufacturing companies
can leverage the cloud to
focus on realizing operational
transformation, making
smarter decisions from data
insights, and launching new
revenue streams - instead of
IT administration.

As manufacturers increasingly adopt the cloud, they find that traditional mission critical operations technology
applications such as Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA),
continue to run on premises due to latency dependencies and deep integration into process control systems.
Applications such as historians with lower recovery time objective (RTO) and recovery point objective (RPO) tolerance
that interact with plant floor workloads or data sensitive ERP applications, also continue to run on premises due to
latency dependencies. These workloads need to support availability and integration with the lines and machines they
support, across on-premises, the edge, and cloud environments. Organizations would like to leverage the same services
that they use in the cloud to modernize and run these traditional workloads on premises.
Manufacturers today have different and inconsistent infrastructure, development, and deployment tools and processes
across cloud, edge, and on-premises environments. This increases the operational risk and infrastructure management
overhead for manufacturers with reduced agility. Manufacturers are increasingly looking for hybrid cloud solutions to
manage their different environments and modernize their applications.
With AWS Outposts, manufacturers can deploy fully managed AWS infrastructure and run AWS services on premises
for a consistent AWS experience across cloud and on premises. They can run mission-critical operational technology
workloads and data sensitive IT applications on premises using innovative cloud services and standardize on their
infrastructure management, automation, and operations. This consistency is particularly valuable to manufacturers who
want to enable operational and IT networks to deploy Industrial IoT devices, to modernize applications, or run them on
cloud-ready and secure infrastructure.
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Solution
Manufacturing Applications on AWS Outposts and AWS Cloud

The “Manufacturing Applications on AWS Outposts and AWS Cloud” reference architecture illustrates a
“hybrid cloud” framework. Level 0-1 (physical hardware devices and controllers) and level 2 (applications such as
SCADA and Human Machine Interfaces) are sensitive to latency and must remain on-premises, together with the
Manufacturing Operations Management Layer (Level 2-3) running on AWS Outposts.
Operations Technology
Machine layer (Levels 0-2) Includes device/sensor/plant-level process controls such as automation systems, supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA), distributed control systems (DCS), programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and human
machine interfaces (HMIs.) These are tightly integrated to end devices, and need low latency responses.
Manufacturing Operations Management layer (Levels 2-3) Comprises systems such as manufacturing execution
systems (MES) and historian which capture and process data from the machine layer, connecting plant-level process
controls with ERP. These applications can run in VMs or containers on an Outpost, and remain on-premises but be
managed with the same AWS tools.
Information Technology
Planning layer (Levels 4-5) Includes top-level applications like enterprise resource planning (ERP), supply chain
management (SCM), and customer relationship management (CRM). For most manufacturing organizations, these
applications are not latency-sensitive, and can be run efficiently in the AWS cloud. IT teams in manufacturing
organizations also want to modernize back-end IT workloads such as ERP, SCM and CRM, and migrate them
to the cloud to leverage benefits such as reducing complexity, maintenance costs, and operating expenses.
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Cloud Innovation On Premises
With AWS Outposts, applications can run locally on
Amazon Elastic Compute (EC2) instances, which provide
secure and resizable compute capacity on Amazon’s
proven computing environment. Applications can also
utilize a broad range of services running locally on AWS
Outposts such as:
• Amazon
	
Elastic Block Store (EBS) GP2 storage –
easy to use, high performance block storage that
meets the needs of most applications
• 	
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) networking –
which seamlessly integrates workloads running on
AWS Outposts and in the Region
• 	
Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) – for
setting up, operating, and scaling relational
databases such as PostgreSQL and MySQL
• 	
Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS) – a secure,
reliable, and scalable container orchestration service
• 	
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) – a fully
managed Kubernetes service
• 	
Amazon Elastic Map Reduce (EMR) – a cloud-native
big data platform for frameworks including Apache
Spark, Hadoop, HBase, Presto, and Hive

They can also seamlessly access all the services in the
Region and use standardized AWS tools and security
controls to run, manage, and secure applications on
premises and in the cloud. As AWS adds new services,
they can leverage these capabilities locally or in region
to rapidly innovate on premises just as they do in the
cloud today.

LOCAL DATA STORAGE
AND PROCESSING

STREAMLINED
MODERNIZATION

When data needs to be stored,
managed, and processed on
premises – either so workloads can
run close to IoT sensors, because
datasets are too big to transfer
easily to cloud, or for sovereignty or
regulatory reasons – AWS Outposts
provides local instance storage
and Amazon EBS general purpose
volumes, as well as access to
services such as Amazon EMR,
and Amazon RDS. EBS on Outposts
offers high availability and
performance for a broad range of
mission critical workloads, as well
as ease of use and scalability into
the petabytes.

With AWS Outposts, mission
critical applications can be
modernized to take advantage of
cloud innovations but remain on
premises where they can interact
with legacy systems as needed. If
applications need to be moved to
the AWS Region or other facilities
later, they are ready to be deployed
with minimal modification.
Developers can build one version
that depends on a standard set
of APIs, services, and tools –
irrespective of where applications

FULLY MANAGED
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR LOWER
OPERATIONAL COST
Infrastructure is also easier to
acquire, install, and manage.
Organizations do not need to
deal with separate contracts for
hardware, software, and services,
nor spend time on installation,
upgrades, patching, and
monitoring. Control is provided
via a centralized and standardized
set of tools and policies. Teams
can spend less time and resources
on management, while reducing
both operational risk and
maintenance downtime.

are deployed.
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What is an AWS Outposts Rack?
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

	
Industry-standard
42U rack with Amazon EC2
compute and storage capacity
	The same hardware and infrastructure platform,
AWS Nitro System, that powers AWS environments;
a VMware variant is also available
	Supports a range of EC2 instance types: general
purpose, compute optimized, memory optimized,
graphics optimized, and I/O optimized. Outposts’ M,
C, R, and I type instances are powered by Intel® Xeon®
Scalable Processors
	Redundant active components including top of rack
switches and hosts
	
Centralized
redundant power conversion unit and
DC distribution system for energy efficiency, easy
serviceability and higher reliability
	AWS-optimized rack design for efficiency and
performance
	Multiple racks can be configured as a single capacity
pool
	Requires redundant network connection to an AWS
Region through AWS Direct Connect with public VIF
or Internet connection via ISP
	Applications are statically stable and workloads
continue to be accessible over the local gateway/
local network. If network disconnect does occur,
applications can continue to run on EC2 instances
and access EBS volumes - they will still send and
receive traffic from the local network

•

•

	
Requires
standard server space (24”x48”x80” aisle
clearance and aisle position), power (minimum 5kVA)
and room cooling
	Deploy two Outposts racks to ensure redundancy and
high availability

Getting Started with AWS Outposts
Customers are up and running with AWS Outposts in three simple steps.
1. Configure
Select from a range of pre-validated AWS Outposts configurations based on intended use cases and site requirements.
AWS personnel deliver, install, and configure the Outpost to connect to the AWS Region and with your local network.
After installation, the new Outpost capacity is available on the AWS Management Console.
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2. Connect
Connect AWS Outposts to the parent AWS Region to create a seamless connection between the regional Amazon
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) and the on-premises location. The VPC is extended to AWS Outposts by creating a subnet
and associating it with AWS Outposts, the same way subnets can be associated with an AWS Availability Zone today.
Each AWS Outposts also has a new gateway called a local gateway (LGW). An LGW is a local interconnect virtual router,
which customers can use to connect their AWS Outposts subnets with their local on-premises networks for low latency
access to on-premises resources.

3. Launch
Use standard AWS APIs or the Management Console to launch and run AWS resources locally. Customers can also
run AWS services locally on the AWS Outposts and connect to the broad range of AWS services available in the AWS
Region. AWS services supported locally on AWS Outposts include:
•
•
•
•
•

Compute and storage - Amazon EC2 instances (M, C, R, and I powered by Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors)
and EBS volumes
Networking - Amazon VPC
Database - Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS)
Containers - Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS) & Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS)
Data analytics - Amazon Elastic Map Reduce (EMR)

With AWS Outposts, customers can access AWS tools running in the region such as, AWS CloudFormation, Amazon
CloudWatch, AWS CloudTrail, AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Cloud 9, and others to run and manage workloads on AWS
Outposts the same way they do on the cloud today.
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“As a technology solution provider
with a proven track record serving the
needs of industrial and non-industrial
customers – across oil & gas, plant
&utilities, chemicals, pulp & paper,
food & beverage, universities, hospitals
and more – we are excited to work
with AWS Outposts to address the
challenges of customers with stringent
low-latency data requirements as well
as data residency needs.”
- Flávio Niemeyer Guimarães,
CEO, Radix US

Managed and Monitored

Enhanced Security

There’s virtually no infrastructure management to think
about with AWS in the cloud, and that’s just how it
works with AWS Outposts as well.

AWS Nitro system technologies provide enhanced
security that:
•
•

Patches and upgrades: AWS infrastructure and
services running locally on Outposts are upgraded
automatically to the latest version just as in the
cloud today.

•

Health monitoring: Metrics for health, activity, and
underlying architecture are available and monitored in
real time. Customers can set alerts on capacity issues
before workloads run out of compute, storage, network
capacity, or GPU. This simplified monitoring and
expedited system analysis reduces the risk of downtime
and enables IT departments to focus on innovation
instead of management.

monitors, protects, and verifies the Outposts’
instance hardware and firmware
minimizes attack surfaces by offloading
virtualization resources to dedicated hardware
and software
eliminates the possibility of human error and
tampering with a locked down security model

As a managed service, AWS Outposts is protected
by the same global network security procedures that
protect AWS infrastructure in the Region. Data stored
on Outposts is encrypted by default and is protected
by a purpose-built security key that cryptographically
shreds data if server security is compromised. In
addition, Outposts include tamper detection and a
lockable door built for additional security.
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CONCLUSION
A wide spectrum of manufacturers can benefit from the low-latency processing, simplified application development
and deployment, reduced management burden, and modern security delivered by AWS Outposts. AWS Outposts
enables customers to modernize applications and process data that needs to stay close to plant floor control systems
including MES, quality assurance, order tracking, scheduling and asset management, and to centralize control
of operations with a consistent hybrid cloud solution. Manufacturers can gain a competitive edge by increasing
productivity, innovating faster, and making both IT and production lines more efficient.

Learn more and get started with AWS Outposts at
https://aws.amazon.com/outposts
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